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Paradise Lost in Plain
and Simple English (A
Modern Translation and
the Original Version)
Bloomsbury Publishing
USA
How is Regan going to
survive the holidays in a
small town where her
reputation precedes her?
With a lot of liquor.
Former hell raiser Regan
Delaney is back in White
Mist, Montana. She’s
almost thirty and has no
clue what she’s doing in
the hometown she vowed
never to return
to—especially during the
holidays. Regan’s return
triggers a visit from a
rock star, a restaurant
throw down and a blast
from the past in the form

of her high school
sweetheart, Brooks
Hawking who she left
behind to pursue her
dreams. Hell on Heels
Christmas is the first in
the White Mist Series and
a second chance romance.
Under Her Authority
HarperCollins
From the award-
winning and New
York Times
bestselling author
of Once and for All
Expect the
unexpected. Macy’s
got her whole
summer carefully
planned. But her
plans didn’t
include a job at
Wish Catering. And
they certainly
didn’t include Wes.
But Macy soon
discovers that the
things you expect
least are sometimes
the things you need
most. “Dessen

gracefully balances
comedy with tragedy
and introduces a
complex heroine
worth getting to
know.” —Publishers
Weekly Sarah Dessen
is the winner of
the Margaret A.
Edwards Award for
her contributions
to YA literature,
as well as the
Romantic Times
Career Achievement
Award. Books by
Sarah Dessen: That
Summer Someone Like
You Keeping the
Moon Dreamland This
Lullaby The Truth
About Forever Just
Listen Lock and Key
Along for the Ride
What Happened to
Goodbye The Moon
and More Saint
Anything Once and
for All

By the Book Lulu.com
A woman will do anything
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to protect her best
friends...even join forces with
a man she isn't sure she can
trust in #1 New York Times
bestselling author Susan
Mallery's heartfelt and witty
Hot on Her Heels. Dana
Birch vowed never to put
herself at the mercy of a
powerful man. She became a
deputy so that she could take
care of herself and protect
those she loves. Especially
her best friends, the Titan
sisters. Twenty years ago,
Garth Duncan swore revenge
on Jed Titan for abandoning
Garth and his mother. Now
he's back to fulfill that
promise, even if Jed's
daughters get caught in the
crosshairs. All that stands
between him and his goal is
Dana, her gun and a growing
passion that can't be denied….
Sirenz Back in Fashion Oxford
University Press
Genre: Cowboy Romance - Older
Woman Younger Man Love
Sarah’s life is falling apart, and
the only remedy might be a rough
night of cheating on her husband.
If it saves her marriage, it can’t be
that bad⋯ right? After years of
mediocre married sex, Sarah can't
hold her itch for a real man off any
longer. A country music
honkytonk with wall-to-wall
young Texan cowboys is just what
an older woman like her needs,
and Sarah’s craving for pleasure
is only getting stronger. Will
Tyler—her very own tall and
muscular cowboy for the
night—reconnect her with her

wilder past? Does he just want to
hook up with a sexy cougar or does
he know exactly what she needs, in
bed and out? This 6,600 word
cowboy fiction story contains
detailed descriptions of older
woman young man sex, including
oral with a rough and ready Texas
cowboy. It is intended for those
who love cougar and younger man
romance stories with cowboys.
Author's note: This is a full-length,
stand alone short story. No
cliffhanger.

Hell on Heels MIRA
A classic in the Bukowski
poetry canon, Love Is a
Dog from Hell is a raw,
lyrical, exploration of the
exigencies, heartbreaks,
and limits of love. A book
that captures the Dirty Old
Man of American letters at
his fiercest and most
vulnerable, on a subject
that hits home with all of
us. Charles Bukowski was
a man of intense
emotions, someone an
editor once called a
“passionate madman.”
Alternating between tough
and gentle, sensitive and
gritty, Bukowski lays bare
the myriad facets of
love—its selfishness and
its narcissism, its
randomness, its mystery
and its misery, and,
ultimately, its true
joyfulness, endurance,
and redemptive power.
"there is a loneliness in
this world so great that

you can see it in the slow
movement of the hands of
a clock."
McGlue Esther E. Schmidt
The debut novella from one of
contemporary fiction's most
exciting young voices, now in
a new edition. Salem,
Massachusetts, 1851: McGlue
is in the hold, still too drunk to
be sure of name or situation or
orientation--he may have killed
a man. That man may have
been his best friend.
Intolerable memory
accompanies sobriety. A-sail
on the high seas of literary
tradition, Ottessa Moshfegh
gives us a nasty heartless
blackguard on a knife-sharp
voyage through the fogs of
recollection. They said I've
done something wrong? . . .
And they've just left me down
here to starve. They'll see this
inanition and be so damned
they'll fall to my feet and pass
up hot cross buns slathered in
fresh butter and beg I forgive
them. All of them . . . : the
entire world one by one. Like a
good priest I'll pat their heads
and nod. I'll dunk my skull into
a barrel of gin.
The Truth About Forever
Totally Entwined Group
(USA+CAD)
It’s true. I’m not what most
people would call “pretty”
and, well, high school was
rough. Fast forward ten
years and life is good... Until
a bunch of jerks think it’s
hilarious to put the
“butterface” (AKA me) on a
wedding Kiss Cam with the
hottest guy ever—and that
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old humiliation hits hard. I
recognize him immediately.
The sexiest cop in
Waterbury and totally out of
my league. But then he
kisses me. And we totally
forget the room, the crowd,
everything. Then he tells
everyone we’ve been dating
for months. Soon everything
starts to feel too real, from
adorable fights over
“necessary” tools to fix my
broken porch to surviving a
free-for-all dinner with his six
siblings to picking up where
our last kiss left off. But
there’s something he’s not
telling me about why he’s
really hanging around, and
I’m pretty sure it has to do
with my mob-connected
brothers. Because this is not
a make-over story, and
Cinderella is only a fairy
tale... Each book in the
Hartigans series is
STANDALONE: * Butterface
* Muffin Top * Tomboy
Hell on Heels Christmas
Penguin
“A suspenseful, thrilling
read that will keep you on
pins and needles until the
last page.” —Liezel and
Angie's Book Blog
Beautiful. Perfect. Dead.
In the peaceful seaside
town of Cape Bonita,
wicked secrets and lies
are hidden just beneath
the surface. But all it takes
is one tragedy for them to
be exposed. The most

popular girls in school are
turning up dead, and
Penelope Malone is
terrified she's next. All the
victims so far have been
linked to Penelope—and to
a boy from her physics
class. The one she's never
really noticed before, with
the rumored dark past and
a brooding stare that cuts
right through her. There's
something he isn't telling
her. But there's something
she's not telling him,
either. Everyone has
secrets, and theirs might
get them killed.
Butterface (A Hot Romantic
Comedy) Penguin
"A teen obsessed with 19th
century literature tries to cull
advice on life and love from
her favorite classic heroines
to disastrous
results--especially when she
falls for the school's resident
lothario"--
Maggie - A Girl of the
Streets Sourcebooks, Inc.
Sleeping with the enemy
is never a good idea,
especially when she's
your boss. No one tells
Shane Williams what to
do. His world. His
rules—which is why he ran
away from home at
eighteen to pursue his
dream of making a name
for himself outside of
small-town Georgia. Ten
years later, he is one of

the hottest creative
directors on the east coast
and the majority
shareholder in a digital
media firm in Charlotte.
Handing over the business
portion of his company to
his trusted friend and
business partner and
keeping his true identity as
the founder a secret has
its perks. But Shane is
about to find out one of its
flaws. At the expense of
her relationships,
Rosemary Berkowitz has
always done what it takes
to succeed. Being a
female leader in an all-
boys tech field has made
her tougher than nails.
She may be a sweet
country girl, but,
underneath her innocent
exterior, Rose is a boss
with an iron fist. She never
backs down from a
challenge, and, when she
wants something, she
goes after it full force. No
matter how sexy his smile
is, the attention of a
tattooed bad boy is the
last thing Rose wants.
After a club outing with her
best friend turns into a
steamy night with a
mysterious stranger, Rose
wants nothing more than
to move past her one-night
stand—however amazing it
was—and continue to mend
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her broken career. Little
does Rose know that fate
has other things in store.
I Love This Bar Leslie Hunter
No one in their right freaking
mind ever said midlife was
magical. Apparently it is.Or at
least mine is...Once upon a
time there was a paranormal
romance author who caught
her husband in a
compromising position. One
divorce later, she's free and
ready to start her new life at
forty-two. Right? Wrong.
Divorced idiot ex: CheckSaved
idiot ex from getting murdered
by his new nasty gal pal:
CheckIdiot ex accused me of
trying to kill him: Umm
checkStill seeing my fictional
characters: Check Teeny tiny
crush on my lawyer: Check
checkTown under siege by
dark forces: Of courseCrazy
enough to try and stop it: You
bet With the darkness on the
horizon, I need to clear my
name and get to work.
Forming a Goodness Army is
on the top of the list.
Shockingly, my army consists
of my wacky tabacky smoking
aunt, my high school
counselor who can shift into a
house cat, the town gossip
who turns invisible after
downing five beers and a few
fabulous others with nefarious
talents. And of course, a cast
of fictional characters...who I
created and definitely have an
opinion on how I should
proceed. What could possibly
go wrong? I'm going on pure
gut instinct at this point, and I
can't wait to see how the plot
turns out. I may be wrong. I
may be write. Either way, I'll

just keep turning the pages until
I find my happily ever after.
Of Mice and Men Penguin
Does it matter if you're pretty
and popular if you're damned
for eternity?A lifelong
wallflower, and always second
best to her younger sister,
Ophelia Devereaux trades her
soul to be the prettiest and
smartest girl at Fairview High.
And because Karma's a...well,
you know...Ophelia finds
herself standing before Lilith,
ruler of Hell, much quicker
than expected.After her arrival,
Ophelia learns that the Black
Queen has a problem:
someone in Hell is a traitor
and Lilith tasks Ophelia--like
she has a choice--with
confirming her suspicions.With
her deadline approaching at
lightning speed--and two very
handsome men to distract
her--Ophelia is worried she
won't be able to appease the
Black Queen in time...and at
deadly consequences.
Because as it turns out, there
is such a thing as a fate worse
than death...
They Could Have Been
Bigger Than EMI Brenda
K. Davies
In the first book in a
brilliant new fantasy
series, books that aren't
finished by their authors
reside in the Library of the
Unwritten in Hell, and it is
up to the Librarian to track
down any restless
characters who emerge
from those unfinished
stories. Many years ago,
Claire was named Head

Librarian of the Unwritten
Wing-- a neutral space in
Hell where all the stories
unfinished by their authors
reside. Her job consists
mainly of repairing and
organizing books, but also
of keeping an eye on
restless stories that risk
materializing as characters
and escaping the library.
When a Hero escapes
from his book and goes in
search of his author,
Claire must track and
capture him with the help
of former muse and
current assistant Brevity
and nervous demon
courier Leto. But what
should have been a simple
retrieval goes horrifyingly
wrong when the terrifyingly
angelic Ramiel attacks
them, convinced that they
hold the Devil's Bible. The
text of the Devil's Bible is a
powerful weapon in the
power struggle between
Heaven and Hell, so it falls
to the librarians to find a
book with the power to
reshape the boundaries
between Heaven,
Hell….and Earth.
Albion's Seed
Robyn\Peterman
More information to be
announced soon on this
forthcoming title from Penguin
USA.
Good Intentions (The Road to
Hell Series, Book 1) Simon &
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Schuster Books for Young
Readers
Helena Black has been a very
bad girl. Six months ago, she
ran away from home...for two
days! Her family foolishly
thought she would not do it
again, but when the only
relationship you have ever had
is because your guy was trying
to suck up to your father - well,
you do crazy things. Stranded
in South Beach, Helena is
being followed by a voodoo
priest and someone has dog-
napped her hellhound; the
very one she stole from her
father! Not only that, but she is
also stuck between designer
shoes, sexy Miami men, a
reporter with a nose for a story
and a b -, uh, witch of a
neighbor. Now she may be
falling in love. Too bad he’s
human.
Half-Blood Blues
Penguin
Milan Brooks, a fashion
buyer with a chip on her
shoulder, has been
through her share of
cheating, disrespectful
men. In most people's
books she'd be rated a
true dime, but she still
hasn't been lucky enough
to find a loyal man. When
a chance encounter with a
childhood friend turns into
a promising relationship,
Milan thinks things might
be different this time.
Unfortunately, her
younger sister steps in
with plans of her own.

Shekia feels nothing but
envy when she looks at
her sister. She is just as
beautiful as Milan, but
lacks confidence. Milan
wants to get closer to her
sister, but with jealousy
and rage brewing in her
heart, Shekia pushes her
away. She's tired of
playing in Milan's shadow,
and has every intention of
taking her place. Sapphire
has struggled with
insecurities most of her
life, but thinks she has
finally figured it out. She's
working as a dancer at a
local strip club to pay her
way through college, and
though she isn't looking for
a man, Mr. Right has
fallen into her lap. She's
on cloud nine, until she
realizes his true colors.
Feeling trapped, she
makes one bad decision
after another, altering the
course of her life. In Hell
on Heels, you will watch
the lives of these three
women collide, leading to
devastating
consequences. The twists
and turns will catch you off
guard and blow your mind.
Reminiscent of Brittani's
debut novel, Daddy's Little
Girl, expect the
unexpected, because
nothing is what it seems.
Cowboy Heat (Older

Woman Younger Man
Romance) Androsia
Publishing LLC
From the start, J. D. Robb's
In Death series hooked
readers with suspense,
passion, thrills, and a
“tough-as-nails” (The
Associated Press) heroine.
Now, Lieutenant Eve Dallas
takes on Manhattan's
criminal element in this
collection that includes
books 11-15 in the #1 New
York Times bestselling
series... JUDGMENT IN
DEATH BETRAYAL IN
DEATH SEDUCTION IN
DEATH REUNION IN
DEATH PURITY IN DEATH
Love is a Dog From Hell
BookCaps Study Guides
This fascinating book is the
first volume in a projected
cultural history of the United
States, from the earliest
English settlements to our own
time. It is a history of American
folkways as they have
changed through time, and it
argues a thesis about the
importance for the United
States of having been British
in its cultural origins. While
most people in the United
States today have no British
ancestors, they have
assimilated regional cultures
which were created by British
colonists, even while
preserving ethnic identities at
the same time. In this sense,
nearly all Americans are
"Albion's Seed," no matter
what their ethnicity may be.
The concluding section of this
remarkable book explores the
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ways that regional cultures
have continued to dominate
national politics from 1789 to
1988, and still help to shape
attitudes toward education,
government, gender, and
violence, on which differences
between American regions are
greater than between
European nations.
Hell on Heels Rosemarie J.
Alvarez
A classic work of American
literature that has not stopped
changing minds and lives
since it burst onto the literary
scene, The Things They
Carried is a ground-breaking
meditation on war, memory,
imagination, and the
redemptive power of
storytelling. The Things They
Carried depicts the men of
Alpha Company: Jimmy
Cross, Henry Dobbins, Rat
Kiley, Mitchell Sanders,
Norman Bowker, Kiowa, and
the character Tim O’Brien,
who has survived his tour in
Vietnam to become a father
and writer at the age of forty-
three. Taught
everywhere—from high school
classrooms to graduate
seminars in creative writing—it
has become required reading
for any American and
continues to challenge readers
in their perceptions of fact and
fiction, war and peace,
courage and fear and longing.
The Things They Carried won
France's prestigious Prix du
Meilleur Livre Etranger and the
Chicago Tribune Heartland
Prize; it was also a finalist for
the Pulitzer Prize and the
National Book Critics Circle
Award.

The Library of the
Unwritten Penguin
Rediscover the world of
the Retrievers and the
Cosa Nostradamus, in
book 1 of the popular
series by Laura Anne
Gilman. It starts as a
simple job—but simple
jobs, when you're dealing
with the magical world,
often end up anything but.
As a Retriever, Wren
Valere specializes in
finding things gone
missing—and then bringing
them back, no questions
asked. Normally her job is
stimulating, challenging
and only a little bit
dangerous. But every
once in a while… Case in
point: A cornerstone
containing a spell is stolen
and there's a magical
complication. (Isn't there
always?) Wren's unique
abilities aren't enough to
lay this particular case to
rest, so she turns to some
friends: a demon (minor),
a mage who has lost his
mind, and a few others,
including Sergei, her
business partner (and
maybe a bit more?).
Sometimes what a woman
has to do to get the job
done is enough to give
even Wren nightmares…
Originally published in
2004
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